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Pro-align, Sydney

Injury Profile: Desk set up for Pro- Align

The following are rehabilitation exercises to help you recover faster and prevent re-injury. Please contact your Health Professional if you have
any questions

Ergonomics-Sitting Guide

Chair should be as close to desk as possible

Sitting in the chair your feet should be able to rest on the floor whilst hips are
flexed slightly more than the flexion of your knees. The knees should sit slightly
lower than the line of the hips.

If your feet can not reach the floor with your feet a foot rest may be advisable.

Sit directly back into your chair do not perch, the curve of your lower back
should be maintained by the lumbar support curve of the chair. You can always
place a rolled towel here for support.

You can also adjust your seat base (pan) so that it can be moved forwards and
backwards as you should be able to place your fist between the back of your
knee and the chair

Your upper back should be supported by the top of the chair

Varying position is the key to protecting your spine so adjusting your chair to
allow the free float mechanism can be beneficial

Ask your health professional which work station changes will specifically benefit
your condition

/


The exercises and advice in this rehabilitation program have been prescribed specifically to you by your healthcare provider. Any questions
about this program should be directed to that provider. MyPhysioRehab does not accept any liability for damage or injury suffered whilst
performing these exercises. Please seek advice from your health professional if you experience any discomfort during this exercise routine.

Ergonomics- Work Station Guide

Screen height should be set so that as you look at your screen and the direct
line of your vision should be around 2-4 inches from the top of the screen. Your
screen should be arms length away from you

Your head should be held in a comfortable position allowing shoulders to be
relaxed down whilst hands rest on keyboard

Elbows should be at a greater angle than 90 degrees and not resting on arm
rests whilst using your keyboard

Keyboard and Mouse should be close to the edge of your desk to allow your
wrists to be placed on keyboard in a neutral position

Phone should be moved within easy reach and preferably on the opposite side
to your mouse. Do not put phone between ear and shoulder - if your work
requires taking a lot of calls a handsfree head set is advisable

Depending on the type of work you do a document holder / writing plane may be
beneficial

Making yourself familiar with short cut keys that are available to you on the
software that you use so that you can vary between keyboard and mouse

Make sure documents that you routinely use are within easy reach

Ask your health professional which work station changes will specifically benefit
your condition

Whatever your set up, remember to move regularly. Get up, walk, twist, take
some deep breaths!
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